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Introduction. Let § be a separable infinite dimensional complex Hilbert space. 
Let be the algebra of all bounded linear operators on In [3] D. D. ROGERS 
has determined the distance from an arbitrary operator in ¿f (§) to the set of unitary 
operators in He also has given sufficient conditions for the existence of 
unitary approximants. 
In this paper we prove the density of the operators with unitary approximants ; 
the existence of unitary approximants for «-normal operators is established. The 
proofs of these results rely on the paper [3]. For easy reference we state below the 
results that are needed. Let •£?(§). Write \T\=(T*T)V\ and let ae(T) be the 
essential spectrum of T. Let me{T) denote the infimum of the set <re(\T\). The 
index of T is defined by ind r = d i m ker T—dim ker T* with the convention that 
ind T= 0 if ker T and ker T* have infinite dimension. A unitary approximant 
ôf T is a unitary operator U0 such that || T—1/0|| = inf {|| T- U || : U unitary in 
Theorem A [3]. Let 
(i) If T=U\T\ with U unitary, then U is a unitary approximant of T. 
(ii) If ind T< 0 and me(T) is an eigenvalue of\T\ of infinite multiplicity, then T 
has a unitary approximant. 
1. Density. In [3] it is proved that an operator TÇi? (§) has no unitary approx-
imant if T has negative index and its distance to the set of unitary operators is equal 
to one. However, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. The set of operators in with unitary approximants is dense 
insem. 
Proof . Let sé be the set of operators with unitary approximants. Let si 
be the closure of si in the norm topology. Let Clearly T^si if and 
only if T*<is4. If ind T—0, then Theorem A(i) implies that T^stf. Therefore, 
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it is enough to show that whenever Thas negative index. If ind T<0, then 
r = S | r | where S is an isometry. Let £>0. Let l=me(\T\). Since k£ve(\T\), 
from [1, Theorem 2.18] there exists a closed infinite dimensional subspace § 0 such 
that | r | has the representation: 
fA+^i X\ 
I K2 Y \ 
with respect to the decomposition where isTf is a compact operator 
and H-Kill^e, for ¡'=1, 2. Since |T| is a positive operator we have X=K% and 
7 s 0 . Hence \T\=P+K where P=X®Y^0, K is a compact operator and 
{\K\\^2e. 
Let T0— SP. We now show that T0 has a unitary approximant. Since 
S(ker T„) Q ker T*, then ind T0^Q. If ind T0=0, then T^sJ from Theorem A(i). 
Now we assume that ind T0<Q. Since T—T0=SK is compact, it follows that 
me(T)=me(T0)=X. Furthermore, \Ta\—P implies that me(T0) is an eigenvalue of 
| r 0 | of infinite multiplicity. Then from Theorem A(ii) we have T ^ s i . Since 
| | r - r 0 | | = ||A:i|s2e, the proof that T^s i is complete. • 
2. «-normal operators. An nXn operator matrix r = ( r f j ) " i = 1 acting on the 
direct sum of n copies of § is n-normal if the set {7\,}"J=:1 consists of mutually com-
muting normal operators on It is well known (see [2]) that an n-normal operator 
matrix is unitarily equivalent to an «-normal operator matrix in upper triangular 
form. 
Lemma 1. Let T={Tij)"i j=1 be an n-normal operator matrix in upper triangular 
form (i.e. Tij=0 for i>j). If ker 7,11={0}) then 
dim ker T = dim ker T0, and dim ker T * = dim ker T* 
where T0 is the (n-V)-normal operator matrix obtained from T by dt feting the first 
row and the first column. 
Proof . Let S = ( — r u ) © / © . . . © / acting on the direct sum of n copies of §>. 
Let m={(T12x2+... + Tlnx„, x2, ..., x„):(x2, ..., x„>€ker r0}. Clearly 9K is a closed 
subspace and dim 9)1=dim ker T0. Now we show that ¿»(ker T)~=9Ji. From this 
equality and ker S= {0} the first assertion of the lemma follows. 
Let (jtx,...,x„)€ker T. Then T12x2+... + Tinxn= - TnXl and <x2,..., *„><Eker T0. 
Therefore, S(x1>..., x „ ) = < - r l l x 1 , ..., x„) is an element of 9JJ, and S(ker 
Let E be the spectral measure of Tn. For k^l we define Pk=E^£C: 
For * in £ we have !|jc-/>t;t | |2=||£'(jz€C: | z | < - i j j ^ - ^ ( { O } ) ^ 2 Since 
£({0})=ker J u ={0} , then \\x-Pkx\\-*0 
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Now we are ready to prove that SDig S(ker T)~. Let (y, x2, ..., xn)£9M. Then 
•y=TaXi+...+TuxH and (x2, ...,x„)ekerT0. - Let ym=Pky and xf^=PkXi 
0=2 , ..., n). Since Pk and Tu commute, then y(k)=TVixf + ••• + Tlnx(k) and 
( x f , ..., x®)€ker T0. Therefore (ym, x®, *®>6SK and (y(k\ x f , ..., 
•-*(y>x2> (k—°=). If §>k=Pk§>, then reduces Tn and Tn is bounded 
below on § k ^ITnicll^-i llxll for x in therefore the restriction of 7 U to §>k 
is an invertible operator. Since y(k)£§>k, there exists x(k)£§>k, such that T11xf)= 
= - y (« \ Therefore Tuxfy+'... + 7,lnx<")=0 and ( x f \ ..., x®)€ker T. Further-
more, S(xf\ ..., ;£>)=</» x f , ..., x2,...,xn) ( k - 4 Hence • 
(y, x2, ..., x„)6iS(ker T)~ and SRQ S(ker T)~. This completes the proof that 
9J?=S(ker T)~. 
The second assertion of the lemma follows from the fact that Ker T* = 
= {(0,x2,x„):(x2, ...,*„)€ker ro*}. • 
Theorem 2. Let T=(Ti])"i j=1 be an n-normal operator matrix. Then 
dim ker T = dim ker T*. 
Proof . We need to consider only the case when T is in upper triangular form. 
Then we assume that Ttj=0 for i>j. Now the proof will proceed by induction 
on n. If n = l , then T is a normal operator and ker J = k e r T*. Next we assume 
that the theorem holds for all (n—l)-normal upper triangular operator matrices. 
Let =ker T i n k e r 7;n, § 2 =(ker Tnn © S^) ffi(§ G ker TnTJ and § s = 
=ker Tu Tn„ Q ker T„„. Then the subspaces § 2 , § 3 are pairwise orthogonal and 
§=§ i©§2©§3- Since ker Tn, ker T„„ and ker TUT„„ reduce TtJ, then §>k 
(k—i, 2, 3) reduces TtJ for all i and j. Furthermore, if Tlf=Tij\9)k and Tk= 
=iTij)",j=i (k—i, 2, 3), then Tk is an n-normal operator matrix in upper triangular 
3 
form and T=T1®T2®T3 with respect to the decomposition © (§&©•••©§*) k = 1 
(n copies) of § © . . . © § (« copies). The next and last step in the proof is to show 
that dim ker 7^=dim ker Tk for k=1,2,3. 
We consider first the operator T1. If the dimension of is finite, then Tx 
is acting in a finite dimensional space and the assertion is true. Assume that 
has infinite dimension. From the definition of we have jT^^ 7 ^ = 0 . Therefore, 
§i©{0}©...ffi{0}gker Tx and {0}ffi...ffi{0}ffi§1gker T*. Therefore dim ker Tx= 
=dim ker T*=dim 
Now we consider the operator T2. From the definition of § 2 it is clear that 
ker Tj'f = {0}. From Lemma 2.1 we have dim ker T'2=dim ker T2f0 and dim ker T* = 
=dim ker where T2i0 is the (n—l)-normal operator matrix obtained from 
T2 by deleting the first row and the first column. Now from induction dim ker T2 0= 
dim ker T2 0. Therefore, dim ker r 2 =dim ker T2. 
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Finally, we consider the operator T3. From the definition of § 3 it is clear that 
ker {0}. It is easy to see that T3* is unitarily equivalent to the «-normal, upper 
triangular operator matrix with entries (for 0 ^ / ^ y ' ^ n - l ) 
and = 0 for /</'. Since the (0, 0)-entry of this operator is one-to-one, the argument 
given for the operator T2 applies in this case. Therefore, dim ker T2 =dim ker Tz. • 
Corol la ry 1. Let T=(TiJ)" J=1 be an n-normal operator matrix. Then T has 
a unitary approximant. 
Proof . The result is immediate from Theorem 2 and Theorem A(i). • 
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